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MIRANDA SHOOK | E.E. Major Valparaiso University

The Optical Slave Flash Trigger
Circuit Design, Set-Up, and Causes of
Failure
Often the perfect picture requires more than the provided ambient light and the incamera flash. These design requirements lead to a low-cost device, that adds an
additional flash triggered by the camera flash.
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2. Set up to show how to position flash and slave
flash

There are a few key points to ensure
that a slave trigger circuit, such as this one,
works. First there must be no obstruction
from the main flash to the phototransistor. If
the phototransistor is obstructed and the light
cannot reach the phototransistor the
secondary flash will fail. Second, the circuit
should be adjusted to the environment around
it. Bright scenery can cause the secondary
flash to behave unexpectedly. Adjusting R1
so the secondary flash only reacts to the main
flash is crucial. The third common problem is
a pre-flash. Often a camera will flash twice,
first to adjust the settings, and second to take
the picture. The secondary flash will often
react to the first ‘adjustment’ flash from that
camera and fail to flash for the picture.
Usually switching to a manual flash mode
will remove this issue, otherwise there are
more complicated designs which ignore the
first ‘adjustment’ flash.
A further circuit design includes two
features which many photographers rely on.
The first main difference is to include a D-

an LED which will stay lit for five to ten
seconds after the flash had triggered.
The optimal trigger for a slave flash
requires a few key components, camera
specifications, and setup requirements. The
main flash should be singular, pre-flashes can
cause a premature slave flash. A
photographer can force this through the
manual mode. The phototransistor should be
made so regular amounts of light will not
trigger the flash, but the main flash from the
camera will. It should also be in the line of
the camera flash so that there is a clear signal
to trigger the auxiliary flash. There should be
no obstruction of light to the phototransistor
of the circuit. The second flash of light will
be triggered mili-seconds after the camera
flash and can create better images.
Photographers use light for better colors,
fewer shadows, and to focus on specific parts
of the subject matter. This makes the optical
trigger circuit a must have tool for
photographers.
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